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Welcome
In 2009, I published a small starter’s guide to Twitter, in Dutch. Giving it away for free felt like doing
the right thing, considering all the benefits and pleasure I had received (and still receive) from being a
part of the Twitter community.
My little 15 page booklet was a, somewhat unexpected, success. Now in its fourth edition, it has
grown into a quite comprehensive Twitter manual.
It is with great pleasure that I present this English translation. I hope that it will help you to find your
way into the wonderful world of Twitter, or make others cross the threshold.
Happy tweeting!

Thank you
This guide is no longer a solo effort. Many awesome people will help out.
The fourth, Dutch edition, was reviewed by
Kitty Kilian - @KittyKilian
Erik van Roekel - @evr
JoostVerbeek - @JoostVerbeek
Berit van Dobbenburgh - @BeritTweet
Mark Swinkels - @Swinkels
Ron van Leeuwen - @Ronlionking
The illustrations were created by:
Anja Brunt - @princesnet
Expert advise for the chapter “Know what to click (or not)!” was given by
Michiel Berger - @michielb
This translation was made possible with kind support from ING Group.
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Part 1 | Getting started
A basic manual for everyone who wants to start using Twitter.
Everything is explained step by step.
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Getting started with Twitter
It might take some time before you realize why Twitter is both fun and useful. It is, however, not
difficult to use at all. Erwin Blom, who was a very early adopter, can explain it in a single Twitter
message (that is, in less than 140 characters):

Translation: 1. Create an account 2. Start following people (discover people through twittergids.nl)
3. Share what you are doing and react to others!

Part 1 | Getting started contains everything you need to begin using Twitter. It follows the steps
Erwin has mentioned:




Creating a Twitter account
Following people
Posting messages and reacting to others

Twitter messages are also called tweets. Twitter users are also called tweeps.
Have fun with your first steps in the wonderful world of Twitter!
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Creating a Twitter account
Go to http://twitter.com
Twitter is available in different languages. This guide is for use with the English version. If necessary,
change the language setting at the top right of the page.

Complete the following:

Explanation:



Full name is not your Twitter username (the one starting with an @). That one will come
later. Here you could submit your personal name or the name of your company
You cannot use an email address that is already in use by another Twitter account

Example:
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Now click Sign up for Twitter:

All went well? Your screen will now look like this:

In case of problems, a message will appear next to the field where the trouble is.

Choosing a Twitter username
Note that Twitter has automatically created a Username and also provides some alternative
suggestions. These might not be what you want.
Choose your username, also known as Twitter name, carefully. People get to know you by this name.
The maximum length is 15 characters. Twitter will warn you if a name is already in use.
The next page contains some tips for choosing a Twitter name.
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Tips for choosing a Twitter name
 Most people use their full name (passport name) or something based on that name
 The shorter, the better. It will save some space in your Twitter messages
 Spaces, periods, commas and semicolons are not allowed, but you can use underscores (_)
 Uppercase and lowercase characters can be mixed freely. Technically speaking, they do not
matter
Luckily, your Twitter name will not be fixed for eternity. You can change it, later.

Make a careful decision whether to use a private or a business email address. Keep in mind that
Twitter will send you emails quite often, for example when people start following you. Off course,
you can always switch off notifications like these.

Finished? Click Create my account:
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Your Twitter homepage
Twitter will now start explaining what tweets are and how you can find others users to follow. We
will cover this, much more fully, in the next chapter. For now, skip some steps.
First click Next:

At the bottom of the following page, click Skip this step >>:

Repeat this three more times.

Your screen will now look something like this:

This is you Twitter Homepage, also called Home.
You can get rid of the light-coloured banner at the top by confirming your email address. The link to
confirm is in an email sent to you by Twitter. There is no need to do this at once, you can also do it
later.
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Personalizing your Twitter account
It is a good idea to start making your Twitter account a bit more personal, now, so that other Twitter
users can get an idea who you are.
Click on the small icon of a person – also called Me - in the top right corner of the page. From the
drop-down menu, choose Settings:

The next page is called Account.
Here you can change all kinds of Twitter settings, up to changing your Twitter name or deactivating
your account.

A more private Twitter
If you don’t like the idea that everyone can read your Twitter messages, you can switch on Protect
my Tweets. It’s a setting on the Account page:

If you activate this, people (like your boss) will require your permission to be able to read your
messages.
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Protect my Tweets can slow down the growth of your Twitter network. It makes you difficult to find
and people will follow you less quickly. Furthermore, people who are allowed to follow you, will still
be able to share your tweets with others. Finally, locking your Twitter account is not much in the
spirit of Twitter, which is a very open platform.

We will not change much here:



Correct the Time zone, if necessary
If you want, switch on “Display media that may contain sensitive content” under Tweet
media. This can save you an error message or two

Click Save changes to save your settings:

Next, from the left hand menu, choose Profile:
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On the page that appears now, you can add some information about yourself:

Take some time to complete this at your leisure. Here is a short rundown of the options:


Picture
Start with uploading a nice picture or image. This so-called avatar will pop up at many places,
like your Twitter profile page and all Twitter messages that you create.
Nowadays, a large majority of Twitter users employs a more or less standard portrait picture,
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but this is not required.
The image you use, is uploaded from the hard disk of you computer. It cannot exceed 700k in
file size. Most digital pictures are bigger, nowadays. You have to reduce the size before
uploading it, using an image editing tool. There is no way to do this in Twitter


Name
This is the Full name you have submitted earlier. Recently, Twitter has started to give this full
name priority over your Twitter name



Location
Most people will share the place they live or work, here. Others prefer their country



Website
Add a link to a website that is relevant for you. It could be your own website or blog, but also
your profile on LinkedIn or your employer’s website



Bio
Tell something about yourself in up to 160 characters. Many people just fill this “bio” with
keywords related to their profession, hobbies and other topics that are important to them or
will help them appear in search results.
You bio is, usually, the first thing people read about you. It will also influence in what lists
you appear. Take some time to do this right. Feel free to use catchy phrases to make your
profile stand out



Facebook
Will automatically post your tweets to your Facebook profile or page. Most Facebook users
do not like to see a stream of Twitter messages. Leave this option alone

Click Save changes to save your profile:
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Now you are here, take a look at Notifications. Use this page to change the amont of emails that
Twitter will send you.
My recommendation is to untick at least three of the intems, right now. In the picture below, this has
already been done. It will save you a cartload of mail that you will probably not need.

Pimp your profile!
Clicking Design (another option from the Settings menu) will take you to a place where you can
adapt the design of your Twitter environment so that it suits your taste.
You can also upload an a background image that you have created yourself.
No time or not enough talent? Check Kuvva (http://kuvva.com).
Kuvva provides beautifull wallpapers created by well-known artists or
illustrators. You get a new image every day. Free of charge.
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What is where?
Before you go on, it might be useful to know a little bit more about navigating the Twitter website.
Use the black menu bar at the top of every page to switch between different components:

The most important components are:
Icon

Name

What is there?

Homepage

Twitter messages from everyone you are following

Connect

Interactions with other Twitter users

Discover

News

Me






Tweet

Compose a new tweet

Your own tweets
Direct (private) messages
Lists
Settings

You will find the same icons and set-up in all applications that Twitter provides for smartphone,
tablets and standard computers.
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Following people
You have created a Twitter account and seen something of the Twitter website. That’s great! Now
start following some interesting people. It’s like subscribing to their Twitter messages, also called
tweets. How does it work?

Follow button
Every user profile you encouter, can be followed by clicking its Follow button:

In some situations, you will not see a button, but a text link. Still, the idea is the same: just click to
start following someone’s tweets.
Twitter user with a padlock icon next to their name, have “Protect my tweets” switched on. Owners
of protected accounts have to approve your request to follow, before you can see their tweets.

Let Twitter help
Twitter will help you to expand your network. On
nearly every page, you will find suggetions about
Who to follow. Click View all (image left, orange
arrow) for the full list. Click Follow (image left,
green arrow) to add an account.
The suggestions made by Twitter are partly based
on the accounts you are already following. This
makes them less relevant to beginning users.
It is possible to “educate” Twitter by deleting
suggestions that are not relevant to you.
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Twitter offers several other options to find interesting tweeps to follow, but is there a place where
you can find all these options together? Of course, there is.
Choose Discover from the top menu bar:

Using the menu at the left (image below) you can find new Twitter friends in three ways:




Who to follow. Discussed above, but this is an extended version
Find friends. Find friends who are on Twitter by looking up contacts from – for example –
Gmail
Browse categories. Suggestions per topic, like Yellow Pages

Alle these pages have an extra search option (image below). Search for a topic, name or Twitter
name. The search results will contain only accounts. Individual tweets are kept out.

As always, use the appropriate button to follow:
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Tips for following
 Check the profile pages of other users to see who they are following. It might bring you some
ideas
 Finding a person by name is somewhat of a hit-and-miss affair in Twitter. You can also give
Google a try. Add “twitter” to the name you are looking for
 Recently created Twitter accounts cannot be found at all, not even with Google. This might
take a few days
 Many profile pages have a section called Similar to. Here, you will find accounts that are
much like that profile. Expand (>) for a full list

Reading tweets
Your Twitter homepage contains the tweets from all accounts you follow. This stream of messages is
called your timeline. If necessary, click Home at the top of the page to go back to your homepage:

The most recent message is always at the top. Take some time to look at the tweets. This will give
you an idea of how Twitter works and where people are using it for.
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Getting followers and getting rid of them
People you start to follow, will often follow back. Hopefully because they are interested in you,
possibly just to be polite. Anyway, following a serious amount of (relevant) users can give your
Twitter career a kick start.
Don’t exaggerate this. Following many accounts will make it difficult to manage the stream of
messages and to divide your attention.
As long as Twitter exists, discussions rage about the importance or unimportance of having a lot of
followers.
Some people, like the American
actor Ashton Kutcher (image right),
have made a hobby out of collecting
followers.
On the other hand, most people use
Twitter in the first place to build a
unique and inspiring network. In
that case, the amount of followers
you have is not so very important.

Who are following you?
On the homepage, at the top left, you can see the amount of followers you have. Click to see a full
list:

Need a quick check to see if someone is following you? Click on the name or picture to visit the
profile. In the next screen you will see FOLLOWS YOU, if this is the case:
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Unfollowing
Sometimes you want to take leave, politely, of a person you have started following. This is called
unfollowing.
Unfollowing requires two simple steps:


Activate the Twitter account you want to unfollow by clicking on its name or picture. You will
see the Following button:



The button will change to Unfollow if you hover over it. Click it to stop following:

And since you are asking: no, people will not be notified that you have unfollowed them.

Block / report for spam
Some Twitter accounts you do not like to see at all, for example because they produce spam
(unsolicited commercial messages) or are harrassing you. You can block an account like that or report
it for spam. It doesn’t matter if you are following the account or not.

Options for this can be found at any profile. Click the person icon (the small puppet) to see them:

Blocking or reporting for spam make your account invisible to the other. Also, you will no longer
receive messages from the account that causes the trouble.
People do net get notified that their account is blocked. Of course, if they take some trouble, they
can find out.
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Don’t read all tweets!
Now, do you really need to read all these messages? Of course not!
Twitter is much more relaxed than, for instance, email or SMS. Just compare it to radio. There are
many, many stations. Together, they are broadcasting around the clock. Actually, you are one of
these broadcasting stations yourself.
You listen whenever you like. You broadcast whenever you like. You join the discussion whenever
you like.
Twitter is what YOU want.
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Posting messages and reacting to others
You want to start posting your own tweets, now? You can! There is a box marked Compose new
Tweet... in the top left corner of your homepage. Alternatively, you can choose the tweet button
from the top menu bar to start composing a tweet. The last option is available from every page:

Both ways, you will face something like this:

Type a message of up to 140 characters. Tell what you are doing or what is on your mind. Share
something you like, have seen or read. Actually, it doesn’t matter much.
Now click Tweet:

Congratulations! You have posted your first tweet. Hopefully many more will follow.

You can read back your own messages on your Twitter profile page. Click your name or picture on
the top left of the homepage, near View my profile page. A similar option is available under Me (the
puppet icon), located on the top menu bar. This works from every page:
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Who wants to know this?
Many new Twitter users find it difficult to imagine that others are interested in the things they do or
that happen to them. Why would anyone want to know that I have just cooked pasta?
Actually, details like this connect us to others and to the lives they live. Of course, you are free to
tweet only about your profession or about a topic you are interested in. However, if you occasionally
share some personal things, this will add depth to your Twitter life.
Try to keep this up for some time. The results will pleasantly surprise you.

Reacting to others
Twitter is alive because people will respond to each other’s messages. How does this work?
In addition to the basic tweets we have already discussed, there are three more flavours:




Mentions
Retweets
Direct messages

We will take a look at these one at a time.

Mentions
“Mentions” is the collective term for all Twitter messages that:



Are directed to a specific Twitter name, for example replies to a question
Mention one or more Twitter names

You can respond to a tweet by clicking Reply. This option only appears if you hover over it:

After clicking Reply, a small window will pop up. It contains the Twitter name (staring with @) of the
person you are responding to:
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Now type your response behind the Twitter name and send it off with Tweet.
It is possible to address a tweet to an individual without replying to a particular message. Just start
your tweet with @ + the Twitter name of the account you want to address.
All tweets directed to you are displayed on a separate page that works like an inbox. You can use
Connect from the top menu bar to go there. Next, choose Mentions from the left hand menu:

This page will show all tweets in which your Twitter name occurs, not only the ones starting with it.
This enables you to follow what people are saying about you on Twitter, too.
You can send a message to accounts you do not follow, too.
Replies are not private messages. Everyone is able to read them, even people who are not on
Twitter. This does not apply if you have “Protect my tweets” switched on.

More information with Interactions
Usually, it is more convenient to use the Interactions page (image above). It contains all mentions,
but adds information about who have started following you, who have retweeted you or who have
favorited one of your tweets.
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Retweets
From time to time, you will run into a Twitter message all your followers really should see. Twitter
has the retweet option for this:

Click Retweet (image above) to send an identical copy of a tweet to your followers. It’s a great way to
compliment the original author, too.
You can recognize retweets by this symbol:

In retweets, Twitter retains the picture and name of the original author. This can easily lead to
confusion. This is because, at first sight, messages from accounts that you are not following seem to
appear in your timeline.

You can also retweet manually. Just copy an interesting tweet , including the Twitter name of the
author. Next, paste it into the compose-a-tweet field. To show that you are not the original author,
put RT at the beginning. Using the same message as above, it will look like this:

This way of retweeting has the advantage that you can add something, like I did in the example
above (“Check this out!”). More often than not, there will be no or very little space for additions.
That’s why it is considered acceptable to abbreviate the original tweet, as long as you do not change
the basic intention.
Some Twitter clients (applications that support the use of Twitter) likeHootSuite have this way of
retweeting built in, saving a lot of manual work.
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Direct messages
You can send entirely private messages, too. They called direct messages or DMs.
Direct messages are not entirely in the spirt of Twitter, but sometimes they are convenient.
You can only send DMs to accounts that are already following you. It is not relevant if you are
following them. Only the receiving party matters.
When someone sends you a direct message, you get an email alert from Twitter. You can disable it,
but that might make you miss important private messages.

How do you read and send direct messages?
Choose Direct messages from the Me menu:

The direct messages pop-up is a little bit like SMS or WhatsApp on a smartphone:




Use the New message button to send a direct message to someone who is following you
All messages are grouped into conversations. The conversation that contains the most recent
message will be at the top
Click to view the entire conversation and, possibly, add a message

Oops!
Beware of accidentally sharing a private message with the whole world. Made a mistake? Check the
paragraph on “Deleting messages”, a little bit further on in this guide, and learn how to minimise
possible damage.
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The finer points of messages
In the last chapter, you have learned how to post messages and react to others. Now, let’s take a
look at a few more things that are important for working with tweets and other types of messages:







Deleting messages
Sending messages from a profile
Favoriting tweets
Viewing media
Viewing conversations
Who can see what?

Deleting messages
Made a mistake? You can always delete your tweets, replies, retweets and direct messages. Just click
Delete:





In case of a retweet, click Retweeted to undo it. Unfortunately, this will only work for the
type of retweets built in by Twitter
Direct messages can be deleted by both sender and receiver. Deleted direct messages
disappear from the archive of both parties
Beware! Deleting messages after they are sent, will guarantee nothing. People might have
seen your message and there might be copies left behind on the internet

Sending messages from a profile
Profile pages of others offer a shortcut to sending them a mention or direct message. Just click the
the person icon that’s located on the profile:
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Some people have a habit of retweeting extremely often. Use the option Turn off Retweets to see
only the regular tweets of that person. Unfortunately, this will only work for the type of retweets
built-in by Twitter.

Favoriting tweets
Save a tweet for later? Click Favorite:

Take a look at your favorites via the menu option Favorites, that sits on your profile page. In the
same way, it is also possible to see the favorites of other Twitter users. Just visit their profile page.
Just like retweeting, adding a tweet to your favorites can be a good way to give a compliment.

Viewing media
Many tweets contain links to pictures, videos, iPhone apps or other types of media. Quite a lot can
be viewed in Twitter itself. If that is the case, Twitter will add an extra option:

Use this to expand (and collapse) the tweet to view the media.
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Viewing conversations
Some tweets are obviously a response. But to what? Click View conversation to discover:

Click Hide conversation to collapse things.

Tweets that do not contain media or are not part of a conversation, can be opened and closed too.
This will display some additional information. Just click Expand / Collapse.

All this opening and closing of stuff will easily lead to confusion. If you have lost the overview, use
the button that has appeared on the top menu bar to close everything with a single click:

Who can see what?
What tweets will you see, and what not? This topic always raises a lot of questions. Therefore, let’s
summarise the most important principles:







All your tweets can be viewed on your profile page, even by people who do not use Twitter.
This is not the case if you have “protected” your tweets
A basic tweet will appear in the timeline of all your followers
The same applies to retweets
If your tweet starts with a Twitter name, it will only appear in the timeline of those people
who follow both you and the addressee. The addressee will also see the tweet on the
Interactions and Mentions pages
If you tweet contains a Twitter name, but not at the start, it will appear in the timeline of all
your followers. The person being mentioned will also also see the tweet on the Interactions
and Mentions pages
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Finally…
Congratulations, you have learned everything you need to start using Twitter. A few tips to finish
with:






Twitter is not difficult to use, but it can take a while to discover why it is fun and useful. Give
it some time
If you have used Twitter a little longer, you will find out that there are unspoken rules. Many
Twitter users stay on the positive side of things. Swearing, hard criticism and personal attacks
do occur, but are shunned by many. A positive attitude gets rewarded!
Think before you tweet, and check for spelling errors before you post a message
Seek out your Twitter friends In Real Life (IRL), too. Even better: arrange a tweetup, an
offline meeting of tweeps

Happy Tweeting!
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Deel 2 | Next steps
Information for people who have (just) started to use Twitter.
Not everything is explained in detail.
Sometimes you have to find things out for yourself.
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Search
More and more people start using Twitter. They share a growing amount of information. Frequently,
this information is very up-to-date and interesting. Can it be searched? Yes.
Twitter can be searches for two types of information:



Tweets
People (Twitter acccounts)

You can save searches, too, and there is an advanced search mode available.
However, searching Twitter has one serious limitation: you won’t find tweets much older than about
a week. If you are lucky.

Finding and saving old tweets
All tweets are archived, but the ones older than a week or so can only be found using, for example,
Google Search. This is by no means easy. You could also try http://topsy.com/tweets.
Twitter messages you would like to keep, can be bookmarked in the old-fashioned way. Every tweet
has a unique address (URL). To find the URL, click Expand, then Details. You can also click the time
stamp in the top right corner of a tweet.
Another option is to favorite a tweet using Twitter, as explained in the first part of this guide.

Searching on twitter.com
Go to the Homepage. At the top of the page is a search box (image below). Type a search query,
confirm the search, and take a look at the results.

It is possible to create complex search queries by using, for example, quotation marks, AND or OR. At
the end of this chapter is a full list of so-called search operators.
By default, Twitter will show the most relevant and popular search results (‘Top’). Occasionally, there
will be a sponsored tweet at the top, too. If you want to view all results, switch to All:
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Extra options
Next to the search results, Twitter will show a box
containing extra options (image right):



Tweets
People

The options above toggle between Tweets and
People results.
Any photos and videos related to your search, will
be shown, too, if available:



Top images
Top videos

Click on the thumbnails to take a look at the
pictures and videos in a professional viewer.

Not all search boxes are the same
The search box related to the Connect section looks like this:

The default search results will consist of Twitter accounts. This is best if you want to find out:



If a person, company or organization is on Twitter
Which Twitter accounts have a topic you are searching for in their bio information

On the search results page you can switch, as you might expect, to results for Twitter messages. Just
click Tweets.
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Saving a search
It is possible to save a search query you repeatedly use. This option can be found on any page of
search results for tweets, under the button with the gear icon:

Saved searches can be retrieved by clicking inside a search box:

Use Remove saved search to delete a saved search (image below). This option is only available on
the results page of the saved search that you want to remove.

Advanced search
Twitter has an advanced search option, too. This will enable you to create complex searches, that
take into account the location, language (very useful!) or even sentiment of a Twitter message.
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Advanced search can be found on any page of search results for tweets. First click the gear icon:

Or go directly to: http//twitter.com/search-home.
Advanced searches can also be saved.

Search operators
Complex search queries, like the ones created with advanced search, can also be typed directly into a
search box. You need search operators for that. They might be familiar from Google Search.
Below is an overview of all available operators, as provided by Twitter itself.
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Hashtags
Many tweets contain words or acronyms that are preceded by a number sign (#). What is the use of
this?
A combination of # and a word or acronym is known as a hashtag, because a number sign is
sometimes also called a hash sign.
A hashtag can be used to indicate the topic of a Twitter message. For example, #seo signifies that a
tweet is about Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). By searching for #seo, you can see what others
tweet about this topic. It makes no difference whether you are following them or not.
You can use twitter.com reasonably well to watch a live feed of a hashtag. Search for the hashtag you
want to follow, or just click on it. As soon as new tweets arrive, a notification will appear at the top of
the page. Click it to refresh the overview.
Use advanced search to view only the tweets in your preferrred language.

Informal
There is no central administration of hashtags. You are free to invent one. Maybe other Twitter users
will adopt it. It’s a good idea to check beforehand if the hashtag you have thought up is not already in
use for something else. Also: the shorter, the better!
From time to time, you will see hashtags that are not much more than exclamations, like
#notagoodidea or #bloodynoise. ust be creative!

Keepers
Some hashtags are more or less permanent, known to manyTwitter users, and used widely. Some
examples:




Use #fail if something is disappointing you or not working well
There is a (vanishing) tradition to recommend other Twitter users on Fridays. Use #ff or
#followfriday
Discuss your favourite television show with others. Many shows have a more or less fixed
hashtag, for example #GoT (Game of Thrones)
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Hashtags for seminars and events
A hashtag is a good aid to streamline the use of Twitter before, during and after seminars and other
events. Nowadays, organisers often create a hashtag long before the event. They mention it on the
event website and in the printed documentation. This helps to avoid hashtag confusion during
events.
Would you like to show a live feed of tweets containing the hashtag of your event, for example using
a display or beamer? Try one of the free services available, like the excellent
http://twitterfountain.com:
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Trends
The most popular topics on Twitter are called trending topics or
trends. Lists of trending topics usually contain both hashtags and
ordinary keywords (like names).
If something happens that touches many people around the world,
this will quickly pop up in the trends. It could be a news event, for
example #Egypt in 2011, or a successful media campaign like
#kony2012. Or something else.
Twitter trends make for interesting lists. Your Twitter homepage
shows so-called tailored trends, based on your location and who you
follow on Twitter (image right). Click Change to get (untailored)
worldwide trends or the ones for a location of your choice.

Twirus
An alternative overview can be found on http://twirus.com (image below). This website does not
only show the trending topics for many different countries, but offers a lot of other interesting lists
and statistics. Recommended!
Twirus is also very suitable for following hashtags and keywords live. Simply use the search box. In
the image below, #MyBiggestFlaw is being followed. The feed of Twitter messages is refreshed
automatically. If a trend gets really popular, things might get quite difficult to read.
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Lists
If you follow many people on Twitter, it can be convenient to split them up in groups. You might like
to read all tweets from people that are close to you, but not from everyone you are following . It
might also be useful to group accounts according to topic. All this can be done using Twitter lists.
Many people find Twitter lists and their options a bit confusing, so I will provide an extensive
explanation.

Creating a list
Click Lists. You can find this option in the menu at the left of your profile page. It is also available
under Me (the puppet icon), located on the top menu bar.
Next, choose Create list:

You have to provide a name for your list, now. It cannot exceed 25 characters and it cannot start with
a numeric character.
Next, select whether everyone is allowed to see the list (image below). In case of a Public list, people
can actually see that they are on it.

Finally, click Save list to create it:
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Adding and removing accounts
The best way to add or remove accounts is from their profile. First click the name or picture to
activatie the profile.
Next, click the person icon and choose Add or remove from lists… (image below). The rest explains
itself.

It is possible to add people that you are not following to a list.
Twitter calls all accounts that you add to a list its members.

Using lists
All lists related to yourself can be found choosing Lists from your profile page. There are two
categories: Subscribed to and Member of (image below).

Wat is meant by these – rather vague – terms?




Subscribed to contains all lists you have created yourself, plus all lists (made by someone
else) that you have subscribed to. Subscribing to a list is not much else than bookmarking it.
The lists you have made yourself can be recognized by your profile picture (avatar)
Member of shows all (public) lists, creates by others, that have added your account

Now click on one of your own lists. This will
display the most recent tweets by the people
who are on that list.
At the top left is a box with some information
about the list (image right).
Here, you will also find buttons to Edit or Delete
the list.
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Avoiding unnecessary work
Because twitter.com has no support for working with columns, lists are not very convenient to keep
up with groups of Twitter messages. However, the lists you have created in Twittter can be used with
many other Twitter clients (Twitter apps), including some for your smartphone or tablet. Thus,
creating and managing lists on twitter.com, can prevent unneccesary duplication.

Extra tips for lists:
 Created a list that might be interesting to others? Twitter lists have their own URL and
therefore can be shared quite easily
 Like retweeting or favoriting a tweet, adding someone to a list is, usually, a way to show
appreciation
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Links
You would like to add a link to a Twitter message? Of course, you can. However, links do not always
fit into the 140 characters that are available, or they just take up too much space.

Shortening links with twitter.com
It was a long wait, but Twitter will now automatically shorten links:

The number showing the amount of characters that are left, will be recalculated automatically
according to the shortened link.
The result:

Other services
Most Twitter clients and apps have a built-in link shortening service. Sometimes you can even choose
from different services.
Well-known examples of link shortening services are:




http://bit.ly
http://tinyurl.com
http:/ow.ly (by HootSuite)
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Personally, I prefer working with bit.ly. This service provides many useful statistics. For example, you
can find out how many times a shortened link has been clicked and how many times it was
retweeted. You need to create a (free) account to get these statistics.
Creating a shortened link with bit.ly is done as follows (image below):






Copy the original link to the clipboard
Paste the link into the link shortening field (1)
Click Shorten (2)
Copy the new, shortened link by clicking COPY (3)
Paste the shortened link into your Twitter message

Extra tips for bit.ly:
 You can display the statistics of a shortened link by adding a + sign to it. This will even work if
you have no bit.ly acccount
 Edit a shortened link to create a more readable one, using text of your choice. You need a
bit.ly account to do this. It’s the Customize option next to a newly shortened link.
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Know what to click (or not)!

Most likely, you will have encountered tweets or direct messages containing a text and a link very
like the one above. Maybe not exactly the same phrase, but close. At first sight it looks quite
interesting. Moreover, it was sent by someone you are following. You click, authorise the use of your
Twitter account, and… a similar message is sent from you account. Yourself, you will be taken to a
page containing spam (unsolicited advertising).
You are the victim of a spamming trick. What to do now?



Delete, as soon as possible, the message that was sent with your account. Try to prevent that
your friends become victims, too.
Withdraw the autorization to use your account. This is very easy. You can visit
http://twitter.com/settings/applications or the Apps page of your Twitter settings. You will
see all applications that have access to your Twitter data. Click Revoke access (image below)
to withdraw the authorisation of the spamming app. The apps shown in the image below are
no spammers. On the contrary!

That’s all! There is no reason to change your password.

This chapter is based on a post (in Dutch) by Michiel Berger (@michielb), published on
Marketingfacts. It can be found here: http://bit.ly/veiligtwitteren.
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Photos and videos
Nowadays, many remarkable news pictures are made with a mobile phone by people who happen to
pass by. Quite a lot will be published on Twitter, first:

Add an image to a tweet by first clicking the camera icon:

Next, select a picture or other image. It will be uploaded to a third party photo service (Photobucket,
in this case). Twitter will automatically add a link to your tweet.
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All pictures individual people post on Twitter, can be see on their profile page:

On a profile page, only thumbnails of the last four pictures appear. Click Recent images to go to an
overview of the 100 most recent images of that user. Twitter calls this a user gallery.
Keep the following in mind:




You won’t see pictures that have been uploaded to a photo service that is not partnering
with Twitter
To remove a picture from your user gallery, you have to delete the original tweet
If you retweet other people’s pictures in the traditional way (using the letters RT), the
pictures will appear in your personal user gallery

Other services
There are quite a lot of free photo services. You might have used one or two of them when posting
pictures with a smartphone. The list is endless. A few that are widely used:




http://twitpic.com
http://www.yfrog.com
http://www.mobypicture.com

Nearly all services offer web pages where you can manage your pictures and forward them to other
platforms. Some have (basic) statistics. Many also support video.
Nowadays, classic photo and video platforms like Flickr, YouTube en Vimeo also support forwarding
to Twitter.
What can they do with my pictures?
For years and years, discussions have been raging over what photo services can do with your
pictures. This is about questions like: can a service sell your pictures to a third party, without paying a
fee to you? If you want to play it safe, choose Mobypicture.
They are extremely clear about your rights:
All rights of uploaded content by our users remain the property
of our users and those rights can in no means be sold or used
in a commercial way by Mobypicture or affiliated third party partners without consent from the user.

For background information, read: http://www.jonboyes.com/blog/comment/twitpic-twitterlockerz-yfrog-mobypic-good-or-bad/ .
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Twitter clients
Twitter is a fairly open platform. This enables others to create websites and programs that offer
improved ways to use Twitter, or to make special Twitter apps for smartphones and tablets. Most
Twitter clients, as they are collectively called, are free.
This chapter offers a concise overview of some of the most popular clients.

Twitter awakes...
For a long time, Twitter left the development of Twitter clients to others. However, a new wind is
blowing. Twitter has acquired some of their most successful rivals, like TweetDeck, in an attempt to
become the biggest player in the field.

Desktop computers and laptops
Why not stick to your trusted twitter.com? What are the advantages of working with a separate
Twitter client? To name a few:







On twitter.com everything has its own, separate page. This forces you to click around quite a
lot, sometimes losing overview. Other Twitter clients usually support working with columns.
Columns enable you to create a single, integrated dashboard to keep track of everything that
happens
Columns can be based based on Twitter lists or comparable groups of Twitter accounts. This
enables you to be selective, pay more attention to one groep and less to another
Columns can also be based on saved searches, making it very easy keep track of hashtags,
keywords and search queries
Most Twitter clients support integration with other social networks like Facebook
It is possible to schedule tweets and have them sent automatically at the designated date
and time

Which Twitter client should you choose for your desktop computer or laptop? The most popular ones
are HootSuite and TweetDeck. There are also quite a few fans of Seesmic, that is not covered here.
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From: http://marianlibrarian.com/2010/08/what-your-twitter-numbers-say-about-you-part-2/

HootSuite
HootSuite (image above) runs in your browser. You do not need to install software. Because of this,
your personal settings are always available, on every computer you might be using. Visit
http://hootsuite.com to create a free account.
HootSuite has a design based on columns, but on top of this it offers tabs. Tabs can be used to group
columns. Next to Twitter (duh), it supports Facebook, LinkedIn, Foursquare, WordPress, and more.
ondersteund. Because of this, HootSuite makes a fine social media dashboard.
The built-in link shortener ow.ly comes with useful statistics. HootSuite has payed versions that
support full reports and working with teams.
There are apps for iPhone / iPad, Android and BlackBerry.

TweetDeck
TweetDeck (image below) can be downloaded from http://www.tweetdeck.com and installed as a
separate program. There is a web based version, too, at https://web.tweetdeck.com/.
Both TweetDeck versions have less options than HootSuite, a consequence of being acquired by
Twitter. This makeTweetDeck less interesting to power users. Some people like the unified user
experience of twitter.com, TweetDeck, and Twitter’s mobile apps.
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Mobile phones and tablets
The situation with mobile phones and tablets is somewhat more complicated. This is caused by the
different operating systems for these devices.
Basically, you have to find the best solution for your telephone or tablet yourself.
Here are some tips:





Twitter now has its own “official” apps for iPhone/iPad, Android and Blackberry
HootSuite has them, too
The most popular Blackberry client is UberSocial
On a smartphone or tablet, you can also use the browser. Twitter’s mobile website is no fun.
Better try:
o http://m.twitstat.com
o http://dabr.co.uk
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Business profiles
Late in 2011, Twitter announced business profiles, called enhanced profile pages.
There are two significant differences, compared to regular profile pages:



An extra image over the full width of the page
The possibility to highlight a tweet, so that remains at the top of the feed. A highlighted
tweet is always opened , showing any media it contains

Right now, business profiles are only available to selected partners of Twitter, @Heineken among
them:
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